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unfortunately i have not found a setting that allows for reading the complete bible in one sitting. the bible does start at the beginning of the new testament and progresses through the bible verse by verse. there is a choice between a narrated version and a music version. i prefer the narration, but i am not a fan of the organ music. the photos with scripture references are a
wonderful bonus. the weekly reading guide may be helpful. my vision is seriously failing and i have cataracts so i have to wear eye glasses to watch tv. with that said, i am completely satisfied with this video bible. it has all the great features i expected, wanted and needed. thanks for a wonderful product. i am very happy with this product. i have enjoyed listening to the two
male voices narrating the bible. the audio quality is very good and both voices are easy to hear. the only negative is the fact that i cannot read the bible at one time. the bible is divided into chapters and it begins where you place your finger on the page. there is also a choice between a narrated version and a music version. i prefer the narrated version, but i am not a fan of

the organ music. the photos with scripture references are a wonderful bonus. the weekly reading guide may be helpful. my vision is seriously failing and i have cataracts so im border-line of needing my eye glasses with the tv. with that said, i am completely satisfied with this video bible. it has all the great features i expected, wanted and needed. thanks for a wonderful
product. i like the fact that the bible is read in two different languages, english and spanish, and the bible is read in two different voices. the bible is divided into chapters and it begins where you place your finger on the page. i am enjoying listening to the two male voices reading the bible. the audio quality is very good and the two voices are easy to hear. the only negative is
that i cannot read the bible at one time. the bible is divided into books. i think this is a great tool to help you memorize scripture. the bible is also divided into sections. the photos with scripture references are a wonderful bonus. the weekly reading guide may be helpful. my vision is seriously failing and i have cataracts so im border-line of needing my eye glasses with the tv.

with that said, i am completely satisfied with this video bible. it has all the great features i expected, wanted and needed. thanks for a wonderful product.
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